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Pomona was, in ancient Roman mythology, the goddess of fruitful
abundance and life. She is the caretaker of the forests and ensures their

cultivation. Like the universal mother, Pomona cares for her creations and
is a symbol of unconditional love. Without reason, her energy and impulse

ensure that the gifts of nature can manifest themselves. 
 

To commemorate this goddess, Las Maleantes present "Pomona", a multi-
sensory fruit ceremony featuring performance, poetry, storytelling, and

electronic music. Where we can rejoice in ecstatic experience, stimulating
us with aromas, sounds, and textures.

 
Pomona (Adriana) interacts with the audience, sharing fruits in a playful

and sensual way. Through this ritual, we create a safe space where
participants can dance, feel, and connect with their own inner cultivation.

An exploration of the fruits we carry and a moment of rejuvenation.

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/739603758


MEMBERS

Adriana de Montserrat     

Adriana de Montserrat, is a multidisciplinary artist who focuses her work on theatre,
performance and dance. Since she finished her degree in Theatre and after more than 5
years of dance training, her interest to create new contemporary performing arts
languages arose. Adriana draws her inspiration mainly from nature and its community
using that as starting point to create new shapes, textures, forms and universes.

Arnau Montserrat 
 

As a sound and new media artist, he designs soundscapes for performing arts and
multimedia installations, exploring the role of sound in each of them and their possible
interactions. The result of a collaboration with the artists involved, is an investigation of
new multidisciplinary and transversal forms of artistic expression. The bridge he aims to
create between sound and new media art allows for a deeper dialogue within the two
artistic topics.

Special  Guest 

Las Maleantes is a network of independent artists. We create unique and unrepeatable
experiences. Depending on the concept of the event and the availability of the team, we present
a third  member such as a vocalist, a story teller or an instrumentalist. Some of our guests are:
Andi Anden, Daniel Miceli, Athenaïs...

LAS MALEANTES 

https://adrianademontserrat.com/
https://adrianademontserrat.com/
https://arnaumontserrat.com/
https://arnaumontserrat.com/
http://www.maslameantes.com/
http://www.maslameantes.com/


HOSPITALITY 
 

RECENT GIGS

TECH RIDER

Bucht der Träumer (DE), Detect Festival (DE), Artlake Festival (DE), Chateau Perche (FR), Hedoné Seminar (FR), Camp Zipolite (MX), Musik Brauerei (DE),

Christa Kupfer (DE),  Cant Ricard (ES),  

1 x 4 channels Mixer (Pioneer DJM 900,A&H Xone92 or

superior)

2 x Pioneer CDJ 2000 Nexus or superior (linked)

2 x monitor speakers on the Booth (one each side)

6 x available power plugs (Euro plugs socket)

1 x Microphone Shure 58 or similar

1 x Microphone stand

2 x XLR Cable

2 x Jack Cable

2 x RCA Cable

Dry and clean table (2m x 0.60m minimum)

No filming or recording without permission

 

 

 

 

Accommodation

Transport from Berlin

Meals at the day of performance

A selection of drinks and snacks backstage

Mineral water, soft drinks and beer onstage

Safe storage place for personal belongings

Spots on guest list

 

 

 

FOR THE PERFORMANCE

Fruits:

1 x Pineapple / 1 x Melon

1 x Watermelon / 5 x Bananas

6 x Oranges / Strawberries

Grapes / Cherries / Figs

 

1 x Table (1m x 0.60m minimum)

1 x Sharp knife for cutting fruit

1 x Wooden board for cutting fruit

1 x Metal fruit tray

1 x Incense box


